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A positive contraction semigroup {T, : t > 0) of type C, in the L’ space of 
a o-finite complete measure space (9, 8, p) is studied, If Jn is the resolvent of 
{Tt} and if f EL1 then, for a suitable version of (Jh f)(u), f * is defined by 
f*(w) = sup{(XJAf)(w) : 0 < h < a)}. The theorem of the title then states 
that JA f dp > 0 when A = {w : f*(w) > 0. When {Tt} is a sub-Markovian 
semigroup this result implies the almost everywhere existence and finiteness 
of lim,bo+ @JA f)(w). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Topological ergodic theorems for Abel limits of operator semigroups 
have been rather fully studied [4, 5, 7, lo], but almost everywhere 
convergence of the Abel means has received less attention. Dunford 
and Schwartz [I] have, however, obtained a very general individual 
ergodic theorem for certain continuous-parameter semigroups, while 
Rota [S] has shown that, for the powers of a single positive contraction 
operator in L1, Hopf’s [6] maximal ergodic theorem becomes extra- 
ordinarily simple to prove when modified by the substitution of Abel 
means for Cesaro means. (A very elegant proof of Hopf’s theorem in 
its original form was later given by Garsia [3], but that is not relevant 
to this paper.) 
In the present paper the main new result is a maximal ergodic 
theorem for Abel means of continuous-parameter semigroups of 
operators in L l. This is derived from Rota’s theorem by a passage 
to the limit, and from it I obtain an individual ergodic theorem for the 
Abel limit of a sub-Markovian semigroup. This latter is weaker than 
the corresponding theorem of [l]; but it seems adequate for probability 
theory, and the Abelian maximal ergodic theorem has made possible 
a very direct proof. It seems likely that this method of treating Abel 
limits can be developed further. 
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2. CONTRACTION SEMIGROUPS IN L1 
Let (Q, By P) b e a u-finite complete measure space. By a positive 
contraction in L1 we shall mean a continuous linear operator in 
L1(Q, /3, p) that maps L.+l into L+l and is of norm at most 1. 
If p(Q) < co, we define a sub-Markovian operator in L1 to be any 
positive contraction T such that Tl < 1 (almost everywhere). 
We shall study (terminology of [5]) a semigroup {T, : t > 0} of 
positive contractions in L1 that is of type C, . This means that the map 
t ct T, is strongly measurable on [0, co) (and hence strongly 
continuous on (0, co)) and that 
s “T,fdt=f 0 
(1) 
for all f E L1 (limits in L1 are strong unless the contrary is indicated). 
These will be standing hypotheses for the whole paper. We shall say 
that the semigroup is sub-Markovian if in addition p(Q) < cc and all 
the T, are sub-Markovian operators. 
We define Sf by 
sf = h&h- l)f 
for all those f E L1 for which this limit exists. The set 9(S) of such f 
is a dense linear subspace of L’, and S : 9(S) --t L1 is a closed linear 
operator (the injinitesimal generator of the semigroup) such that 
J&i - S) c (A - S) ]A = 1 
for all h > 0, where Jn is defined by 
JAf = sr e-AtTtf dt (f EL1; h > 0). 
(For these facts see Chapters 10 and 11 of [5]). 
It is easy to see that the operators {h JA : h > 0) are positive contrac- 
tions, and are sub-Markovian operators if the semigroup is sub- 
Markovian. An integration by parts shows [5, p. 3211 that condition 
(1) implies that h JAf +f as h + co, for eachf E L1. 
In Section 5 we shall use the following strong ergodic theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that the semigroup {T, : t > 0} is sub- 
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Markovian. Then Pf EE lim,,s A Jnf exists for all f E L1, and P is the 
continuous linear projection in L1 such that 
Im P = (I ker(T, - l), 
t>0 
ker P = Im S. 
For the existence of the limit it is enough to consider f in L1 such 
that -1 \<f < 1 ( 1 a most everywhere). For such f we have-l < 
h JA f < 1 for all h > 0. Since here 1 E L1 and order intervals in L1 are 
weakly compact, the existence of the limit follows immediately from 
Lemma 18.5.2 of [5]. The properties of P now follow, by Theorem 
18.6.2 of [5]. 
COROLLARY 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1 the set of all 
functions of the form v + SW, where v E ker( T, - 1) for all t 2 0 and 
w  E 9(S), is dense in L1. 
3. MEASURABLE REPRESENTATIONS 
In discussing almost everywhere limits for contraction semigroups 
we have to contend with the fact that for fixed t > 0 and f E L1, T,f is 
an element of Ll and so is not a function of o but an equivalence class 
of functions. The symbol (TJ) ( w  is not well-defined, and this is a ) 
source of difficulty. To deal with this problem we follow the method of 
Dunford and Schwartz [l, p. 1501. 
Suppose that G is a Bochner-integrable function from R, into L1. 
There exists, by a theorem of Dunford (see [2], Theorem III.1 1.16), 
a real-valued function h(t, CU) on r = R, x Q such that (a) h(t, .) 
is selected from the equivalence class of G(t) for almost all t > 0, (b) h 
is integrable on r with respect to the product of Lebesgue measure in 
R, by the measure TV in Q. 
By modifying h(t, a) on a null set of R, we can construct a function 
g on r such that (i) g(t, *) is selected from the equivalence class of 
G(t) for all t > 0, (ii) g is integrable on r for the completed product 
measure. 
Modifying the argument of pp. 197-200 of [2] by using Fubini’s 
theorem for the completed product measure (Theorem 7.12 of [9], 
for example), instead of that for the simple product measure, we 
deduce from (i) and (ii) the following conclusions: (iii) the properties 
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(i) and (ii) determine g uniquely up to equivalence modulo the product 
measure: (iv) g(*, ) w is integrable on R, for almost all w and 
defined almost everywhere in Q, is in the equivalence class of Jr G(t)&. 
Now observe that t t+ ecAtT,f is Bochner-integrable R, for each 
X > 0. Using the above construction and writing v for the completed 
product measure in I’, we obtain, for each h > 0, a function uA on .F 
such that (1,J u,(t, +) is in the equivalence class of T,f for all t > 0, 
(2J the map (t, w) I-+ e-“‘uA(t, w) is v-integrable on r. 
In making this choice of functions we can select ur and then take 
uA = ur for all X >, 1. If X < 1, then the conditions on uA imply that 
the map (t, o) ++ e-h,(t, w) is v-integrable, so that by the uniqueness 
property (iii) stated above we have e-h,(t, w) = e-h,(t, w) v- almost 
everywhere, which shows that ur and uA are v-equivalent. This means 
that we can choose ur to satisfy (lr) and (2,) and then take uA = ur for 
all X > 0. 
We suppose this done, and we write (TJ)(w) in place of u,(t, w). 
Then (4 (Ttf )(9 is in the equivalence class of T,f for all t > 0; (b) 
the map 
(t, W) ++ e--At (Ttf NW) 
is v-integrable on r for each h > 0. These conditions determine 
(TJ )(w) up to v-equivalence, and, when they are satisfied, we call the 
function (t, w) t-t (T,f )( ) w an admissible measurable representation of 
the vector-valued function t t-+ T,f. We shall use an admissible 
measurable representation for the remainder of this paper. 
By property (iv) of the Dunford construction we see that for each 
X > 0 there is a p-null set Z,(f) in Q such that t t+ e--At( TJ)(o) is 
integrable when w $ Z,(f ), and 
WI-+ I m ecAt( T&(w) dt 0 
is in the equivalence class of J,,f. Writing 
Z(f) = u z,-l(f) 
n>l 
we obtain a null set Z(f) in 52 such that, if o $2(f) and h > 0, then 
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Jo” cAt( Z-J)(w) dt exists and is, as a function of o (defined on (Z(f)), 
in the equivalence class of JAf. It also follows that the map 
s 
m 
AH e-nt( T,f)(w) dt (2) 
0 
is well-defined and continuous on (0, co) provided w  6 Z(f). When 
w  $2(j) we shall write ( Jnf )(w) for th e value of the integral in (2); for 
o E Z(f) the symbol ( JAf )(w) can be arbitrarily defined. 
For discrete-parameter contraction semigroups arbitrary measurable 
representations have good properties. To see this, suppose that U is a 
positive contraction operator in L1 and, when f E L1, let ( Unj)(*) 
denote, for each n > 0, an element of the equivalence class of 7Jnf. 
If 0 < p < 1, then R, = R,(U) 
C,“=, pn U”. When f E L1 we have 
will denote the positive contraction 
By the comparison test and Beppo Levi’s theorem it follows that 
c,“o P”( W)W is almost everywhere absolutely convergent-the 
exceptional set, say X(f, p) depending on p. Taking 
X(f) = mql x (5 1 - &) 
we see that Cz=,, p”( Pf)( ) w  , as a power series in p, has at least a unit 
radius of convergence provided o 4 X(f). It follows also that 
w  ++ C,“=, p”( Pf)(w), defined outside X(f), is in the equivalence 
class of R,f, so that its sum may be denoted by 
(4f GJ), or (goPvf) (WI. 
Evidently p ++ (R,,f)( w  is continuous on (0, 1) provided w  4 X(f). ) 
4. A MAXIMAL ERGODIC THEOREM 
For each f E L1 and w  E D we write 
f*w = oy, @J*f X4’ 
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When w  $2(f) we have, by continuity, f*(w) = sup,&XJJ)(w), 
where D denotes the set of all rational numbers greater than zero. 
Thus f * is measurable. Moreover, since f * 3 n J,f for all natural 
numbers n, since 11 n Jnf - f j/ -+O as n-+co, we also havef* >f 
almost everywhere. 
THEOREM 3. If f E L1 and A = {w : f *(w) > O> then sA fdp > 0. 
We shall deduce this from Rota’s [g] maximal ergodic theorem, 
which may be stated as follows: 
THEOREM 4. Let U be a positive contraction operator in L1, let f E L1, 
and let 
E= w : sup 2 p”(Pf)(w) > 0 
O<O<l nxfj 
Then SE f dp > 0. 
In this theorem the functions ( Unf )(a) are arbitrary elements of the 
equivalence classes of the corresponding Vf. 
If we now write, for each h > 0 and each natural number n, 
then Theorem 4 leads at once, via the substitution p = e+ln, to the 
COROLLARY 5. Let f E L1 and let 
En = {w : SUP (J’,“‘f>(~) > 01. O<h<m 
Then SE, f du > 0. 
In using this corollary we shall always suppose that (J,j”‘f)(u~) is 
computed from our admissible measurable version of T.f. 
If we write R( U, p) for the operator R,(U) of Section 3 then we have 
n Jp) = R( Tl,@ , edAIm). 
For each n we can therefore find, by the argument of Section 3, a 
p-null set X(“)(f) in Jz such that the map h P-P ( J,jn)f)(w) is real-valued 
and continuous on (0, oo) for each o $ Xtn)(f). Taking Y(f) = 
u nal X(“)(f) we see that the map h t-t ( Jin)f)(o) is continuous on 
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(0, CO) for each n = I, 2 ,..., provided o $ Y(f). We shall use this 
fact below: 
To prove Theorem 3 we first show that I( Jnf - fi”‘fII --+ 0 as 
n-+coforallfixedh>Oandf~L1.Infact 
],f - ]p,f = t ( jf:“‘” eehtTt f dt - i e-AklnTk,nf) 
k=O 
Hence 
= i. f?-AklnTk~n I1ln (eAAtTt - 1)f dt. 
0 
But 
lijAf - ~~!fll < n(l le-di”) (11 n j:‘” (epAt - l)T,f dt 1) 
+lin/y(Ttf -f)dtj(). 
so it is evident that Jj”)f -+ JAf as n --t co. 
By diagonal selection we may now choose a strictly increasing 
sequence {n7} of natural numbers such that, for all h E D, 
Uyf)W - (J,f >(w) 
almost everywhere as Y -+ co, the exceptional set being independent 
of A. It follows that if we write 
then g(w) < lim inf7+@ g7(w) almost everywhere. Consequently, if 
c = {w :g(w) >O}, CT = (w : g,(w) > O} 
then there is a null set N in ~72 such that 
C\N C li?inf C, , 
and hence p(C\C,) --tOasr--t cc. Writing 
A, = {w : sup UP%4 > 01 O<A<m 
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we have AJC, c Y(f), AdC C Z(f), where A denotes the symmetric 
difference, and hence p(A\A,) -+ 0 as r + co. By Corollary 5 we have 
jA,f dp > 0. Moreover, since f * >f almost everywhere, we have 
f 6 0 almost everywhere outside A. Hence 
Letting r -+ co we obtain JA f dp > 0 as desired. 
COROLLARY 6. If B is a measurable subset of A then 
Since CB = (A\B) u CA this inequality follows from Theorem 3 
and the fact, noted above, thatf + is almost everywhere zero in CA. 
PROPOSITION 7. If the semigroup is sub-Markovian, then, for each 
real 01 > 0 and each f E L+l, 
~(44) G j,r 6 (3) 
where A(a) = {w : f *(w) > a}. 
For each h > 0 we have AlA1 < 1, and hence (f - a)* 2 XjA f - a 
almost everywhere. Taking the supremum over h ED we obtain 
(f - a)* >, f * - 01, almost everywhere, which shows that 
44\& : (f - 4*(W) > 01 
is a null set. By Corollary 6, 
But f and 01 are positive and so (f - cr.)+ <f, and so (3) follows. 
COROLLARY 8. Suppose that the semigroup is sub-Markovian and 
f E L1, then f * < co almost everywhere. 
This is immediate for positive f, and for general f it follows from 
the obvious inequalityf * < ) f ) *. 
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5. ALMOST EVERYWHERE CONVERGENCE 
THEOREM 9. Suppose that the semigroup {T, : t > 0} is sub- 
Markovian, f E L l; then, for almost all o, lim,JXJ,f)(w) exists and is 
finite. 
The set M of all functions in L1 of the form u = v + SW, where 
v E ker(Tt - 1) for all t > 0 and w  E 9(S) is, by Corollary 2, dense 
in L1. For such a u we have 
h J,,u - v = X J,Sw = X2 JAw - hw. 
But 
/h2J,wI <h2J,IwI bhlwl”, 
and h j w  /*, hw both tend to zero almost everywhere as A J 0. The 
conclusion of the theorem is therefore true for all functions in M. 
To conclude the proof, we note first that by the continuity of 
h I--t Gw)W on (09 co 1 f or each w  ef Z(f) it will be enough to discuss 
the existence and finiteness of the limit as X tends to zero through the 
rational points of (0, co). Writing 
D,= AED+ 
i I 
(n = 1, 2,...) 
we have, for each f E M, 
almost everywhere. 
Moreover, by Corollary 8, for each f E L1 we have 
w$ (~Jaf>(w) G f*(W) < ccl (5) 
almost everywhere. The truth of (4) and (5) under the conditions 
stated, with the density of M in L1, now imply by Banach’s 
convergence theorem (Theorem IV.1 1.3 of (2), for instance) that (4) 
holds almost everywhere for each f E L1. The conclusion of the theorem 
is therefore clear. 
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